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Our mental and emotional wellbeing is entangled in our relationships, 
community and the social systems we are part of. Sometimes disturbing 
emotional experiences occur at the edgy moments in our relationships, and 
unfolding these with awareness can be transformative. For example we may 
freeze, explode or withdraw  if we feel in conflict with the other person or 
people.  

Our resilience to stay with these edgy moments is a key to transforming 
them into something potentially meaningful, bringing the possibility of 
connection rather than disconnection and isolation.    

We will focus on ‘Innerwork’: an awareness practice that extends and 
deepens mindfulness by actively engaging with our internal experiences.  

In this workshop we will practice methods that track and facilitate our 
awareness internally to help us to intervene in different kinds of situations 
and relationships. We will look at how you can support yourself as person 
and as a practitioner to stay in the ‘unknown’ or with ‘chaotic’ experiences 
that challenge our identities and harness the potential creativity that can 
emerge.  

Whether we are practitioners in fields connected with mental health, have 
experienced our own altered and extreme states or have family and friends 
who have, many of us are hungry for an understanding and a practice 
which better fulfils the richness and diversity of who we are as human 
beings in relationship and in a social context.  



 

 

Processwork makes an exciting and unique contribution to grasping system 
dynamics and working with them. These dynamics can be found at different 
levels: the intrapsychic - our inner dialogue between our different parts; in 
relationship; within an organisation or community, and in the wider world. 
Understanding these dynamics creates better possibilities for us to orient in 
the often complex situations at hand.  

THE FACILITATORS  

Stanya Studentova & Anup Karia 
Both facilitators are UKCP accredited psychotherapists, supervisors and 
members of Processwork UK teaching faculty and have been running training 
programmes over many years in the UK and internationally. We are 
colleagues/friends with diverse backgrounds, much expertise and a shared 
passion in this field. Find out more about us: 
http://www.processworkuk.org/faculty-2/ 

 
INFORMATION/ REGISTER  

Seminar fee: £300 or earlybird £260 by 16th July 
CPD Certificates will be available 
If you are interested in participating in this training please write a short email 
to us at iona@processworkuk.org 
We will arrange a zoom or phone chat with you to answer any questions as 
well as to get to know you and your interest. 

This workshop stands alone and is also a first module of the one year 
training: “Facilitation, psychotherapy and mental health”. Participants have 
an option to decide during the first workshop, whether they want to 
continue into the one year training. Here is the link to more information. 
http://www.processworkuk.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Final-e-flyer-mental-health-
course-2018-19-copy.pdf 


